Case 29 The American Holocaust:
with 911 and Katrina Exposed
as Snuff Films in a Global Mind Control
Operation

On 26 Feb. 09, I was on the Global Research News Hour with Stephen Lendman, which is
in the shows archives here. Here are the notes of a hypothetical interview which I wrote
beforehand which covers much more ground.
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Please start by listening to this 35-minutes overview of the CIA’s domestic kidnapping, sex
slave, porn, and snuff film operations called Rusty Nelson Interviewed by Michael Corbin
4-12-05.
Lendman: On our show today we will be speaking to Dr. Sue Arrigo, former CIA
Intelligence Advisor to the Generals on Joint Chiefs of Staff. She has agreed to tell us why
the CIA uses torture. Start by telling us why the CIA tortured you.
Arrigo: There were several reasons. The simplest answer is that they were trying to
silence me as a whistle blower. It used
to be that children could walk to school
without their parents being afraid they
would be kidnapped. All that changed
when the CIA started kidnapping
American children and using mind
control torture on them to sexually
blackmail US Congressmen. Perhaps
some of you already know that the 12year-old paperboy Johnny Gosch was
kidnapped and was one of the first
children listed as missing on milk
cartons. His mother called the FBI
when he didn’t come home. The FBI
will not accept a missing persons report
for 72 hours, but which time the
kidnappers have disappeared. The FBI
refuses to release the statistics on how
many children are kidnapped each year, apparently to prevent outrage over the many
American children who are stolen. If the FBI were effective in investigating and
prosecuting those kidnapping them, their names and faces would not have to be posted on
milk cartons and Walmart bulletin boards . Some years later another boy, Paul Bonacci,
was awarded 1 million dollars for his torture by a Republican fundraiser and the CIA. He
told the judge that the CIA had also forced him to help them kidnap Johnny Gosch. See
Case 28: Gates, Torture, Ashes of Children for more information. So that is what I am
going to be exposing today--the CIA’s use of torture on innocent children, not just terrorist
suspects. And I am going to expose the high level people who conspired to kill JFK and
why.
I want to give you the background so that you can understand how such a dreadful
perversion of the American government has occurred that the CIA is torturing even
American children.
Bush went to war in Iraq citing as a reason that Hussein was using chemical weapons and
torture on his own people. But there are whole books devoted to the US testing chemical
weapons on its own citizens. And the CIA documents referenced in the book Bluebird on
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MKULTRA by Dr. Colin Ross detailed
how the CIA fed high doses of LSD to
schoolchildren for up to a year in its
mind control experiments. The book
Bluebird also exposed how the CIA fed
some American school children
radioactive oatmeal. Many children died
in the CIA’s experiments and when they
were thrown into spying assignments
which should have been done by welltrained adults. In effect, they were
intentionally murdered in the same way
that American service men have been
by sending them to fight in unnecessary
wars.
The prosecutor, Vincent Bugliosi, who convicted Charles Manson had a record of 22
successful murder prosecutions out of 22. So, he knows what evidence is needed to
convict a man of murder. He wrote a book called The Prosecution of George W. Bush for
Murder. He said that the evidence is very strong that Bush wittingly committed murder of
our servicemen when he sent them off to war based on information which he knew was
false. Bush, Jr.’s first Secretary of Treasury, Paul O'Neill, has stated here on 60 Minutes
and in a book, The Price of Loyalty by Ron Suskind, that at the first meeting of the National
Security Council under Bush in Jan. 2001 the issue of how to go to war in Iraq to get their
oil was discussed. The Neo-cons had already stated in a planning document “The New
American Century” (pg. 51) that we need a catastrophe like Pearl Harbor to force
American public opinion into war.
In 2004 I was the negotiator between my boss, Tenet, and Cheney on who would be the
fall guy for not preventing 911. Those negotiations left no doubt that 911 was an inside job
orchestrated by the neo-con Cabal; the Muslims were the patsies. 911 allowed the neocons to go to war to get the oil in the Middle East and to pretty much destroy the
Constitution and plummet the rule of law back into the dark ages of torture. Tenet ended
up taking the blame for 911 and resigning. Cheney was mad at me for representing
Tenet’s position so well and wanted me out of the CIA. In Aug. 2004 he gave me an illegal
assignment to frame Iran as developing nuclear weapons. When I refused, he threatened
my mother’s life. The next week I was kidnapped, tortured for 4 days using electrical
torture, water boarding, and rape, and drugs, and then thrown into a locked mental ward to
discredit and silence me. Russ Tice, the NSA analyst who blew the whistle on domestic
spying was falsely given the diagnosis of paranoid schizophrenia by the department of
Defense to discredit him as crazy. This is the CIA’s favorite way to get rid of whistle
blowers as detailed in Bluebird from the CIA’s own documents. The journalist, Susan
Lindauer, who brought a message back from Iraq before the war that Hussein was willing
to have the weapons inspectors back was similarly thrown in a mental hospital and kept
drugged to keep her from speaking. The Soviets used to silence dissidents this way in
Stalin’s days. The US Administration wanted to go to war, they were going to make a lot of
money through Cheney’s Halliburton and Bush’s Carlyle Industries consortium of weapon’s
manufacturers.
Lendman: So you were tortured so that they could make money?
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Arrigo: Yes,these men are in the business to start wars so they can buy their umpteenth
mansion. It doesn’t bother them that the war will kill and maim large numbers of innocent
people. I want to spend about 15 minutes on the historical background of why the CIA
tortures people because it will give you the big picture. You can read this material properly
referenced in my Special Reports--Arrigo at Case 22C “Hot Sodas Courtesy of Those Who
Built Auschwitz” www.libertycalling.com .
Kissinger, who is head of a Luciferian group wrote in National Security Memorandum 200
dated April 24, 1974, "Depopulation should be the highest priority of U.S. foreign policy
towards the Third World."”. Kissinger was a protege of Nelson Rockefeller and the
Rockefellers funded the eugenics movement in the US in the 1920’s and helped export it
to Germany.

Both the Rockefeller Family and the Bush family heavily backed the eugenics movement,
killing, and torture as if it were a religion to them. Read Tarpley’s Unauthorized Biography
of George Bush, Sr. free online for the documentation. They were major funders of Hitler,
along with with Ford, of the Ford Motor Foundation. Hitler was so poor before they came
along with Bush’s business Thyssen, that in the early 1920’s he had to take out a loan to
buy a used car. They funded Hitler starting in 1923 because his father was an illegitimate
son of a Rothschild and they were part of the Rothschild’s banking empire with aspiration
to rule the world, the NWO. Hitler agreed to break the backs of the trade unions and
impoverish the masses so the industrialists could have dirt cheap labor.
In 1934, these US industialists, plus others such as the Duponts, the Morgans, and
Harrimans, funded a coup against the US to put a fascist in the White House. Fascism
was called “Corporatism” by Mussolini because the functional definition of fascism is to put
the profits of corporations ahead of human rights. Clearly, these industrialists were not for
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freedom and democracy when they hired General Smedley Butler to put a fascist in the
White House to rule the world with Hitler and Mussolini. General Butler as you can read in
Plot to Seize the White House (or an overview article or BBC radio documentary
complained to Congress and Congress was so corrupt it didn’t put the traitors to the
Constitution in jail.
As a direct result of leaving the conspirators at large, three times during WWII, the US had
to seize some of Prescott Bush’s companies as Nazi front companies. Prescott Bush and
his business partner Thyseen made 50% of the steel and 35% of the explosives which the
Nazis used for their war effort in 1942 according to records in the US Library of Congress,
see Chapter 11 of Tarpley. Prescott Bush and Thyseen had steel and coal mines in
Poland, including near Auschwitz. The Polish government in the 1930’s threatened to
nationalize them because they were cooking their books and not paying taxes. Hitler’s
invasion of Poland put an end to that. According to a former US prosecutor of the Nazis,
who became head of a Holocaust Museum in Florida, the Rockeller and Bush families
build the Auschwitz labor camp in order to have the slave labor and the Bush Family made
1.5 million dollars off the slave labor there. ”Emil Helfferich,
chief executive of both Standard Oil's Germany subsidiary, and
of Harriman, Bush, and Hitler's Hamburg-America lines, testified
after the war that money to pay the SS guards at the Auschwitz
death camp, was paid out of a Standard Oil bank account.” See
Case 22C. After the war, Standard Oil was fined $5,000 for
traitorous giving the Nazis the secret formula on how to turn
coal into gas, while not giving it to the Allies. But the traitors in
the Rockefeller and Bush families who made the decisions were
not charged and prosecuted.
According to a Dutch intelligence officer, Prescott Bush
managed a portion of the slave labor at Auschwitz. That would be hard to believe except
under Bush, Jr. as President the US Embassy in Baghdad was being built using slave
labor according to Mayberry’s testimony before Congress. But Auschwitz was just a small
part of the story, because documents I saw in the private Rockefeller Archives showed that
they had all except 2 of Hitler’s labor camps built. Many people know that 12 million
people were murdered in the extermination camps. But few people are aware that the
Nazis abducted another 12 million people, mainly from Eastern Europe to use as slaves in
factories. Many were starved or worked to death on purpose but their numbers were not
added to those who died in the Holocaust.
Torture was used in the Nazi camps to terrorize large numbers of people into obeying just
a few people. Nazi mind control experiments had the goal of controlling people against
their will. Shortly after the Nazis lost the war militarily, the CIA was started and continued
with that same goal to do mind control research to control people and populations against
their will under CIA Operation MKULTRA. We are talking about millions of US taxpayer
dollars being used to figure out how to torture people into submission. Eighty different
Universities and research facilities in US and Canada joined this research effort to torture
North American children into being mind control slaves to the Rockefellers, Bushes, Fords,
etc. It was this Cabal of death worshipping industrialists which started the CIA. One of
their first actions was to import Nazi scientists and spies into the CIA by the thousands,
including the infamous Auschwitz mind control torturer Josef Mengele. One author
claimed that half of the early CIA spies were Nazis. I was shocked to find that the Nazis in
the CIA were paid exactly the same wages to the dollar that they had earned under Hitler,
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after the currency conversion. The reason was it was really the same bosses paying
them.
A member of Skull and Bones, Robert Lovett, wrote the charter for the CIA. The CIA
continues the illegal activities of Skull and Bones which was started by a pirate in the
1830’s to run drugs, slaves, and threat and murder operations. There were 4 Bonesmen
present in the Oval Office hovering over President Truman when he signed the charter.
Only 15 new members are initiated into Skull and Bones each year so the chances of 4 of
them helping launch the CIA by chance alone was less than one in a million. Many of the
key positions in the early CIA were given to Bonesmen, including the Director of Personnel
who was hiring people for the CIA. Inside the CIA I had access to the diaries of many
members of Skull and Bones. When the group started they were kidnapping black slaves,
raping and torturing them to death in their initiation rituals. Then they went to doing the
same to American Indian women at the time of Custer’s defeat. But they didn’t care about
honest intelligence even in those days so most of the women killed were just cute chicks
they saw on the Yale campus whom they called Injuns. They got away with it by bribing the
Yale and New Haven police and eventually by controlling who appointed those people.
The US Justice department didn’t investigate the crimes of the Cabal for the same reason.
Just how long has this Shadow government run by the death cults under the Rockefellers
and their frontmen been going on?
The truth is that the Rothschilds and their frontmen, of which the Rockefeller family is the
American head, have been starting wars for profit for centuries. The Rothschilds set up the
American Civil War to weaken America when the US refused to allow them to start a
fractional reserve banking system to control it. They seeded the money to John D.
Rockefeller Sr. in the Civil War for his war profiteering schemes. He was selling defective
items like worm holed wool blankets to the Union Army, just like his father sold crude oil in
water at exorbitant prices to “cure cancer”. It doesn’t cure cancer, it causes it. He also
sold watered down opium to the Union Army for high profits, ensuring that the wounded
suffered in pain while those caring for them were denied an effective way to help them.
When President Kennedy found out that the CIA was a front for illegal activities of these
men who started WWI and WWII to bomb out the independent shop keepers and force
everyone into wage slavery, he decided to shut down the CIA. Nelson Rockefeller ordered
him assassinated.
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You can read about how one of the early heads of what became KBR, and then Halliburton
was involved in the group planning the assassination. The head of the CIA Allen Dulles
who Kennedy fired over the Bay of Pigs fiasco was among them. But after Kennedy fired
him, Nelson Rockefeller had Kennedy appoint McCone as DCI and he was part of that
same team to kill Kennedy. So, Kennedy by following Rockefeller advise put his own hit
men in place in US intelligence, men more loyal to him than to Kennedy. George Bush, Sr.
was a young man at the time, working as a covert operator for the CIA in its Bay of Pigs
Operation Zapata. But since he was the son of long time Rockefeller co-conspirator
Prescott Bush, he was one part of the planning committee for the Assasination. You can
read all about it in my Special Reports--Arrigo at www.libertycalling.com. Heads of the
Media were involved as well. When one of the Hearsts backed out of the cover-up years
later, the CIA had his daughter Patty Heart kidnapped, raped, and sensory deprived in a
dark closet to torture her and him mentally. After she was released she was thrown into
jail as if she were a criminal, she hadn’t been until they destroyed her will to oppose them
and forced her to commit a bank robbery for them.
You can read the documentation that the CIA runs illegal drugs in books like Dark Alliance
about the CIA using the torture-rape mongering Contras to run crack cocaine into black
neighborhoods in the US to destroy them and keep blacks in poverty. While Dark Alliance
is good because it is based on court transcripts, the book Barry and the Boys really gets to
the point. The author said that the book answered a question, he didn’t know he had,
“Why does a man spend millions to run for president to get a job which pays less than a
million over 4 years?” You see, Barry Seals was a CIA officer running drugs into Mena
Arkansas while Clinton was Governor. He died with Bush, Sr.’s private phone number in
his pocket, because Bush, Sr. as head of the CIA was in charge of both the CIA’s drug
running and torture programs. When Bush, Sr. became President the Cabal gave him a
bigger cut of the illegal trades profits. This is what the CIA does for a living--runs illegal
drugs, sex slaves, and weapons. For example, Bush, Sr. sold chemical and biological
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weapons, WMD, to Hussein to make a buck. The go-between for that deal was Rumsfeld.
That was a clear conflict of interest for a sitting President to make a profit on selling arms,
but it is done all the time. That is why the US goes to war over and over again without
another country actually attacking it. Reagan said, “The Nicaraguans’ are coming.” Bush,
Jr. said, “Hussein poses an imminent threat”. It is all lies. The US is committing war
crimes and using torture to silence its critics. It is selling WMD, including the nuclear
missiles that Bush, Sr. sold to China. Even better than reading Dark Alliance, and Barry
and the Boys, is reading Al Martin’s The Conspirators which talks about the illegal sale of
weapons to the Chinese. The Cabal pretends that other countries are dangerous because
they might make nuclear weapons in the future. It was the Bush, Jr. administration which
posted on the White House website in arabic how to make them. They want other
countries to try to make them to give them an excuse to go in and take over their country
and their oil. But the US is the only country in the world which says “We will strike first with
nuclear weapons, whenever and wherever we like, even against our allies.” That is
terrorism with a capital T.
Lendman: Would you speak more about how torture is used to make these profits?
Arrigo: The US pretends that it is using torture to collect intelligence. That is more lies.
People say anything under torture to get the pain to stop. The CIA wasn’t even torturing
the people who knew anything about who caused 911. The would have had to torture
people in the White House to even have a chance of getting a word of truth about 911 to
slip out. The CIA was torturing Muslims to create false confessions, so that the US
Administration could blame some Muslims for 911. That is why the trials are so slow in
coming and the evidence secret. The evidence is being keep secret to preserve the
National Secret that the neo-cons started Al-Qaeda, planned 911, and committed mass
murder on 911 in the interests of profits into their back pocket. For the proof that US
officials, such as Zgibniew Brzezinski, started Al-Qaeda, see the 3-part BBC documentary
The Power of Nightmares Parts I, II, III. For the evidence that 911 was committed by the
neo-cons see 911 documentaries like Loose Change or talks by Christian Theologian
David Griffin.
Lendman: Did you have first hand knowledge of 911, other than the negotiations between
Tenet and Cheney?
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Arrigo: Yes, Tenet set me over to the
Pentagon in late Aug. 2001 to remove 911
planning documents so that the firefighters
would not stumble across them on Sept.
11th. I removed one large moving van
worth of 911 planning documents. The
side of the Pentagon slated for the
incoming missile to fake 911 was the side
under reconstruction. That pretty much
guaranteed that only the civilian
contractors were killed, not Pentagon
personnel. I then personally handed Tenet,
Bush, Cheney, Rice, Rumsfeld, and
members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff my 8
page report pleading with them to call 911
off.
Lendman: You are telling us that all of
those people were part of the conspiracy to
commit 911? Wow, I guess I knew that.
How did you get involved in this?
Arrigo: CIA Operation MKULTRA sexually
tortured American children into being spies
and assassins for the NWO. The idea was
for the CIA to create expendable deniable
assets to do the dirty work that they didn’t
want their name connect to even remotely.
Sexual torture is so abhorrent to the human mind that a person would rather lose their
memory of the events than have to face what happened to them. So, sexual torture, like at
Ghraib Prison in Iraq, was used by the CIA as official covert policy. The Bush
Administration has still not released all of the torture memos to the public. However, in
one memo written by White House Lawyer John Yoo, he argued that the Commander-inChief could order the crushing of the testicles of a child. Why would he make such an
argument? Because that is what the CIA was already doing, even to innocent American
children in Operation MKULTRA. Survivors of MKULTRA gave testimony before President
Clinton’s Advisory Committee on Unethical Radiation Experiments since some of the same
American children were used in both the radiation experiments and the torture mind
control experiments.
MKULTRA Victim Testimony A at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iflBkRlpRy0 ,
MKULTRA Victim Testimony B at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eXDASDDrDkM ,
MKULTRA Victim Testimony C at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F-ES8Bv0_8w

Their therapist Valerie Wolf said
“In preparation for my testimony at these hearings, I called nearly 40 therapists
across the country … therapists across the country are finding clients who have
been subjected to mind control techniques. The consistency of their stories about
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the purpose of the mind control and torture techniques, such as electric shock, use
of hallucinogens, sensory deprivation, spinning, hypnosis, dislocation of limbs and
sexual abuse is remarkable. There is almost nothing published on this aspect of
mind control used with children, and these clients come from all over the country,
having had no contact with each other….We need the glare of publicity to stop the
continuing harassment of people who were subjects in mind control experiments.
[See more of the testimony online .]
The CIA never stopped the kidnapping of American children. Obama still allows the CIA to
kidnap people. The CIA never stopped the programs to torture American children.
Obama’s order to end torture ends with a last line which says that the order is not
enforceable in law. You can read in on the white house website under Executive Orders.
It says that US officials must comply with the UN Convention Against Torture but Obama
himself is not in compliance with it. The UN Convention Against Torture requires that ALL
allegations of torture be effectively investigated and prosecuted. How can we believe that
Obama is serious about ending the torture of American children by the CIA when I have
sent him information on the existence of these ongoing CIA programs and he has not even
called me up to ask me about them? If you were President of the US and a former high
ranking member of the CIA who had been an intelligence advisor to the Joint Chiefs of
Staff reported to you that the CIA was torturing American children, wouldn’t you have
immediately ordered an investigation and prosecution of the villians? Now some people
are going to say that Obama’s staff never gave him my messages or briefed him on these
covert CIA programs, so how could he stop them? But he is commander-in-chief and
appointed those people. He is responsible to appoint competent people who will tell him
the truth and have the skill and experience to do so.
Obama’s first nominee to DCI, was John Brennan. He had to be dropped from
consideration for the post after some news articles pointed out that he was as pro=torture
as Cheney. Obama knew that when he re-assigned John Brennan, (a former director of
the National Counterterrorism Center to be his in-house advisor on counter-terrorism and
homeland security. Which “terrorists” in the United States are they worried about. The
NSA and CIA were spying on Quakers and having people like Amy Goodman, a radio host
arrested on false charges. The CIA and NSA have targeted the war protestors for
surveillance. They are refusing to investigate the war crimes and murders committed by
the Rockefellers using front men like Bush and Cheney. Obama’s lawyers are acting as
felons by advising Obama that he can avoid prosecution of criminals just because they
helped to get him elected, when in fact prosecution of criminals is required to make it safe
for children to walk to school and it is required by law to lock them up! I reported Obama’s
lawyers to the DC Bar and asked them to be disbarred from practicing law because they
are wittingly aiding and abetting the torture of American children!
George Bush, Jr. was under investigation for the murder of 17 people in a death worship
cult in Texas of which he was a member. He admitted in his autobiography that he was a
member of Skull and Bones and then said he couldn’t say anything more about it. Why?
Because all they do is criminal. Those 17 people were found dead, murdered by a
particular form of torture which is too gruesome to mention on the air. Bush, Jr. three days
later could give no account of his whereabouts. When reporters questioned him about it
when he ran for President in 2000, the reporters were threatened for asking him about it.
The reply he gave was along the lines,”Don’t ask me about something which may or may
not have happened over a decade ago, let’s only look forward.” See Case 20 Our Shadow
Govt--Skull&Bones, Bohemian Club, CFR.
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Then a woman, Margie Schoedinger, in Sugarland Texas filed a lawsuit in December 2002
against Bush for raping her, rather like the women who accused Bonesmen Clinton and
Kerry of rape. The Sugarland police refused to effectively investigate or prosecute the
case . She said in the court papers which I read online that that Bush, Jr. called her from
the White House after she went to the police and threatened her life. Later she was found
dead of a gunshot wound to the head, like JFK.
Many of the survivors of these CIA torture mind control programs, such as Monarch, say
that Bush, Sr. was one of the men who sexually abused them, see the video clips here,
here, and here. That is documented in a book The Franklin Cover-up and articles about it.
You can find that information in my Special Reports--Arrigo at www.libertycalling.com in a
5 part series called “Case 24 Did Someone Make Money Off of US Torture?” I haven’t had
a chance to update it yet with the scam to falsely jail kids to get the kickbacks from the
prisons.
The Rockefellers, the Bushes, and Cheney made money off the torture of Iraqis in the Abu
Ghraib prison. Briefly, the scam went like this. Before the UN resolution which allowed the
US to go to war in Iraq, the Administration awarded a private security company CACI a
contract to conduct 2 hours of interrogations a day on “terror suspects”, guaranteeing them
a minimum number of thousands of interrogations a day. The fees per hour were
exhorbitant to allow ample kickbacks to the Rockefellers, Bush, and Cheney, et al under
the table. When the scandal at Abu Ghraib hit the press, Bush said that the torture was
due to a few bad apples. I went to 3 prisons in Iraq

as a CIA physician and documented that the torture was widespread and the result of
covert official policy. My report which I personally handed to Rumsfeld, Tenet, Bush,
Cheney, Rice, and the JCS was buried. It was only later that the US memos allowing
Bush to order torture by false legal arguments were uncovered. All of the people,
including the lawyers were part of a conspiracy to commit torture for profit. The American
taxpayer ended up paying for the torture of innocent Iraqis, including women and children.
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There was no Al-Qaeda in Iraq, the CIA had to create an insurgency in order to claim that
there would be civil war in Iraq if the US pulled out. They did that by sexually torturing
Iraqis rounded up in dragnet operations while the US military killed their children and
destroyed their homes. They implanted into their minds under torture the wish to die while
fighting for the freedom of their country and then sent them out as suicide bombers to
target the oil wells so that the US military could have an enemy to say they couldn’t give
the oil wells back to the Iraqis. It is my belief that 80% of the sectarian violence in Iraq in
2004 was due to CIA operations which also set up fake Al-Qaeda training camps inside
Iraq. The intelligence showed that there was no Al-Qeada in Iraq when the US invaded
Iraq. Just like there were no WMD.
The costs for the torture of American children is also borne by the US tax payer. The CIA’s
budget is secret and the kickbacks on its secret programs go to those same already filthy
wealthy men.
What is done to the children is the same as is being still done in Iraq to prisons. Shutting
down the Abu Ghraib prison did not end the torture of those people using the same
methods. Similarly, Obama’s shutting down the CIA’s secret detention facilities, has not
stopped the CIA from torturing those people. See the article Gitmo Inmates Still Tortured.
The CIA just changes the names of the facilities or their locations. Obama’s Task Force to
study interrogations is not going to end the torture of those people or American children
because the people Obama appointed to the Task Force include Gates who used to head
those torture American children progects. This is not an independent panel, this is a set of
people like on the Warren Commission who have gotten appointed because they will cover
up the truth. In my Special Report-Arrigo at www.libertycalling.com I show you how to find
the culprits of the JFK assassination just from examining all the cover-up panels. Many of
the members of those panels became leading members of the Shadow government for
covering up the Rockefeller Family’s role in ordering the assassination. Ford became
President, for example as a reward on a coverup committee.
Admiral Blair who is now Director of National Intelligence greenlighted the torture and
massecre of East Timorese in that genocide. It appears that he was given that position
because he had proven ability, not in collecting honest intelligence, but in assuring the
Rockefeller Population Control programs went forward, even against his explicit direction
of the State Dept to do otherwise.
DCI Panetta has no experience in intelligence except during the Vietnam war when he was
in military intelligence. What was happening in Vietnam at the time was Operation
Phoenix in which 20,000 to 40,000 vietnamese civilians were kidnapped, assassinated, or
tortured to death without charges or trial. Counter-spy magazine reported Operation
Phoenix as "the most indiscriminate and massive program of political murder since the
Nazi death camps of world war two." (Counterspy Spring/Summer 1975 p.6. What we
know about Panetta is that immediately after he left the military he was given a plum
assignment as a Congressional aid to the Speaker of the House. That reminds me of how
Nixon got his start. He was a naval officer during WWII and at the end of it came across
Nazi documents which tied the Dulles brothers to the Nazi. The Dulles brothers were the
lawyers for the Bush family and the group of bankers who built up the Black and Brown
shirt Armies. In exchange for Nixon silence, he was given the funding to run for Congress.
Then later he was pushed up to the Oval Office.
Senator Jay Rockefeller has been head of the Senate Select Intelligence Committee which
is supposed to provide oversight of the CIA. His family is the main family profiting from the
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kidnapping and sexual slavery of American children. That is a clear conflict of interests.
Those programs have continued and expanded under his actions which prevented any
effective oversight of the CIA. During his reign on that committee I do not know of a single
illegal kidnapping, assassination, or torture committed by the CIA which he said no to.
When Jay Rockeller and Julie Nixon endorsed Obama, I knew that Obama was being
backed by the Cabal which is committed to continuing the wars, running drugs, sex slaves,
and destroying democracy as part of the NWO’s plans to enslave the world, like it showed
its true colors under the Nazis at Auschwitz and under the US at Abu Ghraib prison. That
did not mean that Obama would do everything that they wanted; Jimmy Carter hadn’t. But
it certainly raised a red flag in my mind.
Obama has a duty to protect the Constitution and to enforce the law. He has a duty to
prosecute the Rockefellers for their role in causing the recent financial collapse in the US
and robbing people of their pensions, homes, and jobs. He has a responsibility to enforce
the law and put the torturers of American children in jail instead of letting them continue to
rape and torture them.
I have been tortured by the CIA more since Obama took office, not less, and the torture
has been escalating over time not diminishing. And that is in spite of my frequent emails to
Obama and the US Justice department pleading for them to stop CIA torture by
prosecuting my torturers.
In several of my recent tortures, I was given a script to memorize to see if I could be forced
to act it out later. The scripts were assuming that I was appointed to a position by Obama
in which I would have the authority to oversee the jail term of Senator Jay Rockefeller after
he was convicted for unspecified crimes. I certainly already knew which crimes of his I
had provided evidence of to the GAO because the US Justice department was so corrupt
they aided and abetted my torture when I tried to give them the evidence in 2004. In one
of those scripts I was supposed to agree to house convict Jay Rockefeller in a private
mansion with an olympic sized swimming pool and arrange for the taxpayer to pay for his
private tennis lessons by his favorite Tennis pro, also to hire his favorite cook and furnish
the mansion to his specifications, all at taxpayer expense without a single other prisoner in
this “prison”. When I refused on the grounds that it was unfair to the many innocent
children and blacks who have been arrested on minor charges and are being used as
slave labor to make a profit for the Rockefellers, Bushes, and Cheney, I was not given an
appointment in the Obama Administration.
I had proved in decades of CIA studies that all of the tasks needed to protect true National
Security can be done better using the clean non-violent methods I developed. I had the
intelligence experience to run US intelligence ethically, transparently, and non-violently. I
collected intelligence in Iraq and had trained intelligence officers for decades. I was an
intelligence negotiator for the CIA with the Chinese, Russians, and Arabs for many
decades. I had been the coordinator for CIA stations in the Middle East over the course
of many years. To appoint less qualified and less experienced people to head US
intelligence agencies, is to admit that one wants to continue illegal operations such as the
drug running, running of sex slaves and the selling of WMD to dangerous dictators.
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The US experienced the mass
murder of over 3,000 people on
911. If Obama believed that
911 was the work of people not
in a conspiracy he was already
in, he should have appointed
competent people with proven
skill in intelligence, including in
tracking down criminals, like I
have. Instead he appointed to
head Homeland Security a
former governor with no
intelligence experience. That
reminds me of the Katrina
disaster in which Bush had as
head of FEMA a man, Michael
Brown, who oversaw horse trial
judges and obviously lacked the
correct qualifications and
experience to handle a national
emergency. There was oil
under the ground next to where
the levees broke. Where one
places oil wells affects how
much oil can be extracted and how much profit can be made. Congressional hearings on
Katrina heard testimony from witnesses to the explosions at the levee. It was reported that
an US Army corp engineer found that traces of two explosives were found on the
recovered pieces of the levee. Also, there is this confirmation that report was correct;
“Citing a conversation he had during a meeting with New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin,
Farrakhan was told that there was a 25 foot crater underneath the levee and that
some unnamed diver from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers saw the burn marks
and “knew immediately what caused them”.’
The victims were not allowed to walk out and when days later they were rescued their
families were broken up. For months they were not told where their other family members
were. Children had been torn out of the arms of parents, under FEMA allowed procedures
which are still in place, see the Spike Lee documentary The Day the Levees Broke. I
concluded based on this and other evidence that Katrina was a deliberate operation to
steal the oil from those people by traumatizing them so badly they would be unable to
rebuild their lives on that ground. I believe that appointing Mr. Brown without the right
qualification was the first step in that operation to give plausible deniability to Bush for not
handling the crisis to help the victims. I believe that Mr. Obama has appointed people
without the proper qualifications to head US intelligence agencies so that he can avoid
responsibility by pretending it was their fault not his when the next 911 or Katrina is
ordered by the Rockefellers to get more oil. Mr. Obama witting to this or not. Has he
appointed appointed these people on Rockefeller instructions? Former Attorney General
Ashcroft ‘predicted that, in the end, President Obama’s approach to handling terror
suspects would closely mirror his own: “How will he be different? The main difference is
going to be that he spells his name ‘O-b-a-m-a,’ not ‘B-u-s-h.’” Doesn’t that translate into
saying, the Rothschild-Rockefeller axis is using Obama as a frontman, just like they used
Bush?
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The Rockefellers want a monopoly on oil so they can gouge the taxpayer at the pump.
They have done so with record profits to the oil industries while American and Iraqi and
Afghan children pay the price in trauma, death, and even torture.
About 20 Million people have been killed in CIA wars directed by the Rockefeller family
and Skull and Bones. The people killed have been people of color in Africa, Latin America,
Indonesia, South-east Asia, the Middle East etc.. This is direct continuation of the Final
Solution of the Nazis. I once asked then DCI Gates what was the point of the CIA’s war in
Africa; he admitted that the point was to kill blacks. That was certainly the point of the Fort
Detrick program to develop and disseminate HIV. I reviewed the Bio-Warfare labs twice
and both times said that they should be shut down. The Bush Administration had
developed a vaccine against HIV and taken it themselves but refused to let it go into the
testing phase to deny it to the public. Similarly, mercury is used in the vaccines and
children are developing autism as a result of that poisoning. Under Bush, canned sodas
were being left in the sun in Iraq to convert the Benzoate to the carcinogen benzene and
PABA a vitamin for bacteria. If you read my Special Reports-- Arrigo at
www.libertycalling.com you will find out that these toxic sodas were given to wounded US
soldiers along with dangerous germs to kill the soldiers which only lacked PABA to be
virulent. A Bio-warfare researcher at Fort Detrick told me that this was done to do the war
on the cheap by turning lifelong maimed soldiers into dead solider.

[Photo from the air of the Naval Hospital built in San Diego.]
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These recycled Nazi-like extermination programs, even targeting our own troops and
officers in the CIA, are not effective for controlling the world’s population. It is not an
effective program for protecting the DNA of the White Races--depleted uranium has a half
life of over 4.5 million years in Iraq. These death, torture, and destruction programs will
end human civilization if we do not stop them.
Torture is grossly overrated as a way to control people. Pain can and is endured by
people just fine. Women would stop having children if that were not the case. The CIA
uses the fear of torture to control people. The fear is more effective than the pain itself. I
used to train intelligence officers how to endure torture since I am an expert at it, the CIA
started torturing me at age 3 in MKULTRA. God has no suffering even when people have
pain. To endure torture one just has to merge your mind with God or His Son, Christ. You
do that by asking God to take all of your resistance to doing that away at the same time
you request to merge in. Whatever part of you which you want to have separate from
God’s All Loving All Compassionate Wisdom and Action, will still suffer. So, if you are
suffering from the pain, instead of just letting it be present in God’s mind, you have to
surrender more. When you really
“Let go and Let God”, the pain is
still there but it is no longer a
problem. This is really important to
practice as we all go through pain
from time to time and when we die.
I used to have my intelligence
students practice by kneeling and
praying. People who are atheist
can use Buddhist prayers and
merge with “Emptiness”, specifically
“Empty of Wrong Views” or “Empty
of Selfishness”. I myself use the
prayer of St. Francis of Assisi,
which starts “Lord, make me an
instrument of Thy Peace…” When I
would get to the line, “Where there
is sadness let there be Joy” I would
often be smiling contentedly. But
after a while the word Lord is
enough to invoke the whole prayer
inside you. Please spend time
everyday saying a prayer on your
knees to learn how to be contented
even in the midst of pain. Mother
Theresa used to do this everyday
for up to 5 hours a day. Each
person knows the best prayer for
them to say and how much time or
effort is best for them.
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